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Part I

INTRODUCTION

This thesis has for its main object the investigation

of different means of ending the reinforcement in longitudinally

reinforced concrete columns. It follows up the work of S.A.

Jacobson and A.S.Karkow of the class of 1911 and D.Q.McComb

of the class of 1910 on the same subject.

Definitions of a number of terms used in the thesis

are given here.

(1) The efficiency of any column or group of columns

is the ratio of the load or stress which it carries to the

load or stress carried by the group of columns in which the

ends of the rods bear directly upon cast iron plates at the

ends. Two other comparisons of efficiency will be explained

and tabulated in table No. 4, but will not be used in the dis-

cussion unless specifically referred to.

(2) A group comprises one or more columns which have

been tested in any one year and which have been made as nearly

alike as possiblo.

(3) A type is any particular method of arrangement of

the reinforcement and end condition of the rods in a column

which may be used in one or more groups of columns,

(4) A series includes all the specimens tested in any

one year for one thesis.

(5) The end condition of reinforcing rods refers to

the method of transferring the stress in the steel at the end

into the surrounding concrete or end plate.
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(6) Slip is the relative movement at any point between

the steel and the adjacent concrete when under load.

(7) A gauge point is a small hole (.055 in.) drilled

in the reinforcement or in a metal plug set into the concrete.

It is designed to receive the point of a leg of the extenso-

meter when a measurement of deformation is being taken.

(8) A gauge line is the line connecting two gauge

points. In this series of tests its length was 6 inches.

(9) A capital is the enlargement of the column at the

end from a diameter of 12 inches to 18 inches to give sufficient

bearing area for the distributing plates. The same form (shown

in Fig. 1) has been used at the top and at the bottom. In

order to distinguish it from the other form of footings it has

been termed “capital” even when placed at the bottom of the

column

.

(10) A footing is a square or rectangular block of

concrete 12 inches thick upon the center of which a column is

built with the reinforcing rods extending down into the footing.

Investigations indicate with considerable certainty

that the strongest column for a given amount of steel reinforce-

ment is that with straight rods bearing upon a cast iron plate

at each end. However it is impossible to secure this end con-

dition in actual practice, such as in the columns of a rein-

forced concrete building, and other methods of ending the rein-

forcement, usually much less efficient, must be employed.

Of such alternative methods as were tested in Mr. McComb’s

thesis, that giving the best results was the one in which the

rods were bent in a quarter circle of 10 inches radius into
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the footing or floor. He also concluded that the longitudinal

steel in a column took more direct compression and less stress

from its adhesion to the concrete than it is usually given

credit for in design.

The results of the tests by Messrs. Jacobson and

Karkow also showed that the group with the rods curved into the

footing gave the best results of any type tested except that

with straight rods resting on end plates. They found however

that in tests of this type the footing usually failed before

the column, because the rods, instead of deforming with the

column, would slip through the concrete and tend to push their

way out of the footing. This of course caused the footing to

crack in the vicinity of the rod3 as soon as the slipping had

become very great. This shows further that some method must

be designed to end the reinforcement in such a way that it can

receive direct stress without having a chance to slip and cause

failure of the specimen.

This thesis is largely an attempt to find methods by

which this difficulty may be overcome. Bearing plates were

designed * which would fit over the ends of the rods and increase

their end bearing area about twenty times. These were embedded

in the concrete 6 inches from the end of the column. In this

way each rod would transfer its stress to the distributing plate

and it would transfer the stress to the concrete between it and

the end.

* Plates of this sort have been used by the Turner

Construction Company of Hew York, but the plates used here were

designed and made especially for this series of tests.
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The stresses in this way would not be excessive at any one

place, and it seems that the column should carry as great a load

as those with any other method of end reinforcement

.

Fourteen columns of different types were tested com-

paring other end conditions with the use of these distributing

plates both in different columns and at opposite ends of the

same column. Arranged by groups this series is as follows:

(1) Straight 5-foot columns with rods bearing direct-

ly on the end plates.

(2) Rods bearing on end plates at bottom and on the

new distributing plates in a capital at the top.

(3) Rods bearing on distributing plates in a capital

at each end.

(4) Distributing plates at top in capital and at

bottom in footing 34 inches square.

(5) Distributing plates at top in capital; square

bend into footing 34 inches square.

(6) Distributing plates in capital at top; rods bent

into footing 34 x 60 inches on a 12 inch radius.

(7) Same as (3) for columns 11 feet 2 inches long.

All the above specimens had a diameter of 12 inches

and were reinforced with 6 one-inch round rods. They were made

in the Cement Laboratory of the University of Illinois and the

testing of them was carried on as a part of the work of the

Engineering Experiment Station.
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Part II

MATERIALS AND METHODS OF TESTING

1* Materials.

(a) Cement

Universal Portland cement was used in making the

concrete for the test pieces. Tests of this cement are shown

in Table I below.

Table I

BRIQUETTE TESTS OF UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT.

Each value is the average from five tests.

Loads are given in pounds per square inch.

Sample Date Neat Cement 1-3 Mortar
No

.

7 Days 28 Days 7 Days 28 Days

1 Oct

.

25, 1911 585 685 239 315

2 Nov

.

11, 1911 577 694 225 297

3 Dec

.

1911 691 715 242 306

4 Dec

,

22, 1911 617 792 231 326

5 Jan

.

10, 1912 588 672 246 333

6 Feb

,

12, 1912 612 758 253 323

7 Feb

.

28, 1913 698 884 287 372

Average 624 743 246 325

Additional tests on this cement showed the initial

set to occur at 5 hr. 5 min. and final set at 6 hr . 32 min

.

after mixing. Sieve tests showed 97.2$ passing a No. 100 sieve

and 81 .8$ passing a No . 200 sieve

.

The cement tests were made according to standard

methods by Mr. B. L. Bowling at the Cement Testing Laboratory,

University of Illinois.
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(b) Sand

The sand used was Wabash River sand obtained near

Attica, Illinois. It was of good quality, fairly sharp, clean

and well graded. The mechanical analysis of this sand is given

in Table II below.

Table II

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OR SAND - 1912

Average of 5 Samples,

Sieve No

.

Separation Per Cent
Size Passing
inches

5 0.28 100
5 .174 38

10 .091 54,3
12 ,067 47.5
15 ——

—

41,7
IS .043 32.9
30 ,027 21.2
40 .019 13.3
50 .013 5.1
74 .009 2,7

150 1.0

(c) Broken stone

The broken stone was of rather hard limestone from

Kankakee, Illinois. It, as well as the cement and sand, are

practically the same as used in all concrete test specimens at

the Engineering Experiment Station. The largest size of stone

was one inch, grading down to less than one tenth inch. The

mechanical analysis is shown below in Table III.
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Tablo III

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OE STONE - 1912

7 .

Average of 5 Samples .

Size of Separation Per Cent
Square Size Passing

Opening inches

1-in. 100
3/4-in. — 95,5
1/2- in, — 66.7
3/8-in. 46.3
No. 3 0,280 25.9
No. 5 .174 8,1
No .10 .091 3.4

(d) Concrete

All specimens were made of 1:2:4 concrete. The con-

crete was proportioned by loose volumes assuming one cubic

foot of cement to weigh 95 pounds. The materials were weighed

also, as a check on the proportioning. The concrete was made

by men skilled in mixing concrete and making test pieces. The

mixing was done by ,a i^ine cubic foot batch mixer, manufactured

by the Marsh Capron Company of Chicago, Illinois. The mixer

drum turned about 22 times per minute and was operated by an

electric motor.

(e) Steel

The columns were all reinforced with six one-inch

round rods having an area of 4,71 square inches. The percent of

steel, assuming the columns to average 12 inches in diameter,

was 4.15. Column 8851 was reinforced with high carbon steel,

but all the others were reinforced with mild steel having an elas
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tic limit of about 36 000 lbs. per sq. in. The rods were spaced,

equally around the circumference of a 10-inch circle concentric

with the column. Table 4 shows the end condition and dimen-

sions of the reinforcement.

(f) Distributing plates

Cast iron distributing or bearing plates were pro-

vided at the ends of many of the columns as outlined in the

Introduction. The ftmction of these was to distribute the

stress from the rod to the concrete at the end of the column.

In most cases where they were used they were placed in an 18-

inch capital which was built on the end of the column to give

sufficient bearing area to the distributing plates. Fig. 1

shows a sketch of a capital with the reinforcing rods and dis-

tributing plates arranged in it, and Fig. 2 shows one of the

plates in detail. In columns No. 8858 and 8859 these plates

were used in the square footing as well as in the capital at

the top. They have a bearing area on the concrete of 15.2

15 .2
sq, in. The ratio of this area to the steel area is

* lbo

( 19.4 sq. in.) which should be sufficient to transfer stress

from the steel to the concrete without producing a more serious

condition in the concrete than exists in the steel.

2. Test Specimens.

(a) Columns

(1) Forms

The forms were of galvanized sheet steel bent into a

cylindrical shape. They were made in sections about 12 inches





in diameter and 3 feet 6 inches long. These sections were

fitted together in stove-pipe fashion and held in place by an

iron band around the joint. The forms for the capitals were

also of sheet steel bent to the proper shape to gradually in-

crease the diameter of the column from 12 inches to 18 inches.

(2) Construction

The columns without a capital or footing at the base

were made by placing the reinforcing rods with ground bearing

in the proper position upon a cast iron plate 14 inches square

and 1 inch thick. They were then held there by wiring them

to three iron band spacers at the top, middle and bottom. The

concrete was then poured around them and churned. For the

columns with a capital at the base a circular slab 18 inches

in diameter and 8 inches thick was first cast. Then the cast

iron distributing plates were placed on it and the whole allowed

to set, after which the reinforcing rods were placed in position

and the column constructed as before. The footings, which were

made for some of the columns, were cast upon a large cast iron

plate, the reinforcing rods being held in place by the bands

as before described,

(3) Storage

The columns were made in the Concrete Laboratory and

kept there until the time of testing. The forms were removed

at the end of 7 days, and the columns were then sprinkled

daily with water until tested.



.
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Fig. 1. Details of Capital.
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(b) Cubes and Cylinders

From the concrete going into each column three 6 inch

cubes and one 8 inch cylinder were made. Columns Ho. 8861 and

8853 were made from the same batch of concrete and so but one

set of cubes and cylinders was made for them. The cubes for

No. 8854 were broken and the cylinder for Ho. 8862 was not

tested. The cubes were used to determine the compressive

strength of each column and the cylinders, the modulus of elas-

ticity. They were stored in damp sand until ready to be tested.

3. Apparatus.

(a) Testing machine

The columns, cubes and cylinders were all tested in

the 600 000 - lb. Riehle vertical screw machine of the Labora-

tory of Applied Mechanics, except cylinder Ho. 8854 which was

tested in a 100 000 - lb. machine to the limit of the machine

without failure .

(b) Extensometer

The extensometer used was made at the Laboratory of

Applied Mechanics of the University of Illinois and is an im-

proved form of the instrument invented and put on the market

by Prof. H. C. Berry of the University of Pennsylvania. A des-

cription of the extensometer is given in the Proceedings of

the National Association of Cement Users, Vol , VIII, 1912,

in the article, "The Testing of Reinforced Concrete Buildings

under load,” by W. A. Slater and in his thesis, having the



*
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same subject submitted to the University of Illinois in 1012 for

the degree of Civil Engineer. Each division on the Ames gauge

of this instrument registered a movement of the movable leg

corresponding with a deformation on the column, of .0002 inch

over the gauged distance of 6 inches or .0000333 deformation

per unit of length. Since the modulus of elasticity of steel

is about 30 000 000, a deformation of 1 division in the steol

below the elastic limit means a corresponding stress of

.0000333 x 30 000 000 = 1000 lbs. Divisions on the gauge were

estimated to the nearest tenth, thu3 giving the steel stress

to the nearest 100 lbs. Concrete unit deformations are readily

obtained by multiplying the extensometer readings on the

concrete by .0000333.

>

(c) Apparatus for Measurement of Slip

Four instruments were arranged on the column to re-

gister the amount of slip of the rods. They consisted of frames

carrying Ames dials which registered the movement of the

plungers. The instrument was fastened to the concrete with

plaster of Paris directly over a rod, and a square bar screwed

into the main reinforcing steel held the plunger so that a

relative movement either way between steel and concrete gave a

reading of slip on the dial. The dial was graduated into 100

divisions, each registering a slip of 0.001 inch and by estimat-

ing tenths of a division a reading was obtained to .0001 inch.

The drawing (Pig, 3) shows the arrangement of the instrument

for measuring slip.
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4. Method of Testing.

Measurements of slip were taken on both sides of the

column at both top and bottom. On columns with a capital tho

dials were placed at the base of the capital and when footings

were used the dials were placed as close above the footings as

possible

.

For the extensometer readings, 6-in. gauge lines were

placed upon the steel rod upon which measurements of slip were

taken, and also in the concrete as close to the steel as

practicable. The gauge holes in the steel were made by drill-

ing a small hole in the rod, and those in the concrete by dig-

ging a hole in the concrete and setting an iron plug in it

imbedded in plaster of Paris. A gauge hole was then drilled

in the plug. Steel and concrete deformations were measured

at the top, middle and bottom but on only one side of all

columns except in the case of No. 8869# one of the 11 ft. columns:

where all gauge lines were duplicated on the opposite side,

and in the case of No. 8855, where gauge lines on the steel

only were duplicated on the opposite side. The steel gauge

lines were numbered 5, 7, 9 on the one side and 11, 15, 15

on the opposite side for the top, middle and bottom respect-

ively. The concrete gauge lines have even numbers to correspond

6, 8, 10 and 12, 14, 16 respectively. The Ames dials for

measuring slip are numbered 3 and 4 on the same side as gauge

lines 5, 7, 9 and 6, 8 , 10 and 1 and 2 on the opposite side

at the top and bottom respectively. The extensometer readings

v/ere preceded and followed by readings on a standard bar of

Invar steel for the purpose of mailing corrections to the actual



»
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readings on account of changes due to temperature, etc.

A cast iron end plate was placed upon many of the

columns at the time of construction and imbedded in neat

cement . If the plate had become loose or if none had been

put on at the time of construction, it was placed at the time

of the test, being imbedded in the plaster of Paris. The

bases of all footings were imbedded in plaster of Paris on a

layer of building paper spread out on the machine bed.

The columns were all centered as carefully as possible

in the machine. The load was transmitted to the column by means

of a spherical bearing block. At the initial load wedges

were driven at its four corners as described in bulletin No. 56

of the Engineering Experiment Station, page 13 and Pig .2 page

16, in this way causing both end planes of the columns to be

fixed and practically preventing any bending action from taking

place. The machine was run at it3 slowest speed of 0.05 inch

per minute and stopped every 50 000 or 100 000 lbs. to take

readings. Careful watch was kept for the formation of cracks

and they were noted as found.

* See al3o photograph of Column 8853 page 21 of this thesis.
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Part III

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DISCUSSION

The columns in this series were all 12 inches in

diameter approximately and they are considered so in the com-

putations as variations in the diameter of any one column are

such as not to warrant any further refinement. Measurements

also showed that variations from 12 inches were very small.

Table 4 gives the dimensions and arrangement of the columns in

this series.

It shows a summary of the test 3 together with com-

parisons of the strength developed in each case with the

strength of the plain columns tested last year, with the strength

of No. 8851, which had end plates and high steel as used last

year, and with the strength of No. 8852 and 8855 which had end

plates but mild steel as used in the remaining columns this

year .

There is also shown the proportions of load carried

by the steel and concrete as determined from the deformation

measurements on the steel. The load, carried by the steel,

equals the product of the average steel deformation by 1000

by the area of the steel (4.71 sq. in.) . The load carried by

the concrete is found by subtracting that carried by the steel

from the total load, and the unit stress is obtained by

dividing that value by the average area of the concrete which

is 108 sq. in. Under the caption, "Based on Concrete,” the

concrete stresses are as found in the graph of the corresponding

cylinder at the same unit deformation.





TESTS OF CUBES AND CYLINDERS

19

Cylinders
Column (E in millions lb. Unit Age

No. Cubes per sq. in.) Stress Unit Stress Cyl

.

Maximum Units (Values of n) N = 15 Elong .=.001 Days
Initial Secant

8851 139 000 3 860 E = 3.3 1.5 2 400 2 ICO 125
129 300 3 600
127 500 3 540
131 900 3 660 n = 9.1 20 .0

8852 139 700 3 880 t 2.9 1.33 2 320 2 100 92
111 000 3 080
120 200 3 340
123 600 3 430 10.3 22.6

8855 120 700 3 350 3.6 1.0 2 060 2 000 85
125 200 3 480
115 000 3 190
120 300 3 340 8.2 30.0

885? 137 000 3 800 % 4.5 1.32 2 750 2 200 97
150 000 4 160
152 300 4 230
146 400 4 060 6.7 22.7

8858 108 200 3 010 4.5 1.75 3 200 2 430 76

108 000 3 000
110 800 3 080
109 000 3 030 6.7 17.1

8859 63 800 1 770 % 4.5 1.32 2 150 2 050 70
76 300 2 120
76 500 2 125
72 200 2 000 6.7 22.7

8861 128 500 3 570 l 3.9 1.13 1 900 1 900 85
141 000 3 920
116 000 3 220
128 500 3 570 7.7 26 .6

8862 10? 500 2 980
102 800 2 8 50
88 500 2 460
99 600 2 770

8664 114 900 3 200 2.85 1.15 1 600 1 800 86
83 500 2 320
105 000 2 920
101 100 2 810 10.5 26.1
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TESTS OF CUBES AMD CYLINDERS (Continued)

.

Cylinders
Column (E in millions lb. Unit Age

No. Cubes per sq. in.) Stress Unit Stress Cyl.
Maximum Units (Values of n) N = 15 Elong .= .001 Days

Initial Secant

8865 106 500 2 960 t 4.0 1.55 2 600 2 300 78

98 800 2 740
106 500 2 960
103 900 2 880 7.5 19.3

8868 134 500 3 740 £ 2.75 1.2 1 100 1 660 92
140 600 3 900
134 600 3 740
136 600 3 800 10.9 25.0

8869 83 500 2 320 % 3.7 1.4 2 040 2 000 74

89 000 2 470
91 000 2 530
87 800 2 440 8 .1 21.4

8854 % 4.5 2 400 2 200 64

6.7



!



(to) Photographs

Photograph showing arrangement of

tributing plates in capital.
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(c) Observed Phenomena

In this series of tests all conditions were kept as

nearly the same as possible except the arrangement of the ends

of the columns and rods, and one group in which the reinforcing

rods were 10 instead of only 5 feet long. Each column will be

considered in turn and its test and failure discussed, as many

conclusions as possible being drawn in each case. The con-

ditions which were as nearly the same as practicable for all

columns were:-

(1) Reinforcement of 6 one-inch round rods, (p = 4.15

per cent) spaced around a 10-inch' circle on centers.

(2) Mixture of concrete in the proportions 1:2:4.

(3) Method of making and storing specimens.

(4) Age of making the test 60 days.

(5) Conditions of tests with respect to centering and

bearing in the machine and increments of load.

(6) Average diameter of 12 inches making a total of

113 sq. in, and a concrete area of 108.3 sq. in.

Column No. 8851

This column unlike all the rest in the series of

tests was reinforced with high steel and so will not be con-

sidered in the averages for the group of columns with the same

end condition. The Ames dials were arranged on this column as

on all others to measure the slip of the steel in the concrete.

Readings were taken at intervals of about 50 000 lbs. and the

results are plotted at the top of the stress-deformation curve



.
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sheets for concrete and steel* The dials were all placed so

that a movement of the steel relative to the concrete toward

the end of the column increased the dial reading. A movement

or slip in this direction is considered to be negative and is plot

ted toward the right from the assumed origin. An interpretation

of the slip and deformation curves is made for this column in or-

der to show the method of using the diagrams but since it is best

shown by the curves themselves no further analyses will be

written out. All the dials moved considerably, three of them

negatively, indicating that the steel was not quite in bearing

on the cast iron plate, but the fourth, No. 4, moved positively

showing that the rod at that point protuded slightly from the

concrete and was being forced back into the column as the test

progressed. Dial No. 3 indicated a rapid negative slip up to

180 000 lbs. Up to this load the concrete had the larger de-

formation but here it crosses the steel curve and the steel

takes up stress rapidly as it comes into bearing on the plate,

while the concrete increases but 3lowly for the next 50 000 lbs.

increment. The steel and concrete then deform about equally

and the slip is small to correspond. Up to about the same load

dial No. 4 moved positively quite rapidly until the concrete

came into bearing. The steel deformation increases slo7/ly up

to 250 000 lbs., but from that point it deforms almost as rapid-
»

ly as the concrete and there is correspondingly but little slip.

This all shows hov; very difficult it is to get a perfect bearing

on the end plates of such a column. It is unexpected that with

carefully milled bearings there should be any measurable slip,

and, although some slip apparently occurs, this has been found
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to be the most efficient way of ending the reinforcement in

a column.

In the test of column No. 8851 a small crack 3 inches

long appeared at the top near dial No . 1 at a load of 228,000

lbs. At 380 000 lbs. there were cracks at the top 18 inches

long opposite all the rods except one. No cracks appeared at

any time at the bottom. Failure was at the top where bulging

of the concrete was apparent together with widening of the old

cracks

,

Column No . 8852

All the dials but No. 2 show a large slip indicating

a poorer bearing at the ends than in No. 8851. The maximum

slip was at No. 4 which showed ,0098 inches. At 300 000 lbs.

small cracks appeared opposite the rods at the top. Just before

the maximum was reached the column began to crush on the east

side about 8 inches below the center, and final failure occured

here, the concrete bulging and crushing somewhat and shearing

off. Cracks opened longitudinally along the column opposite

the reinforcing rods.

Column No. 8853

This column was the same as No. 8852, a straight five-

foot reinforced column. No evidences of failure were seen until

near 350 000 lbs. when crushing on the south side near the top

commenced. All the dials showed large movement. At 365 000 lbs

dial No. 4 started back rapidly. Dial No. 3 showed the greatest

slip, -.043 inch. The failure was by splitting of the column

on both the east and west sides at the top. Cracks formed at



.
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330 000 lbs. and widened rapidly to destruction of specimen.

At the top uniformly about 1/32 inch of cement was interposed

between the bearing plates and the ends of the rods. At the

bottom a thin film of cement was broken off the ends of the rods

The concrete at the top near dial No. 1 seemed thoroughly

crushed and easily picked off, the whole mass being loose.

Column No . 8854

This column was made with a capital and distributing

plates at the top and an end plate bearing at the bottom. A

load of 101 500 lbs. was put on and left for an hour after

which time it had fallen to 94 COO lbs. At 325 500 lbs. small

hair cracks appeared a little above the middle of the column.

There was slight flaking of the concrete at the union of the

capital and column also at this load. At 350 0C0 lbs, there

was crushing apparent near gauge line 9, one. foot from the

base. The failure was by crushing at that place.

Column No . 8855

Column No. 8855 was made the same as 8854. The first

crack observed was a small one in the conical portion of the

capital over dial 3 at 251 000 lbs. After the machine stopped

at 300 000 lbs. dial No. 1 showed a negative movement of 3

divisions and then a positive movement showing that the bear-

ing was failing, and at the next increment of load it showed

a negative slip of .0096 inch. At maximum load cracks were

small ones opposite rods above the middle of column. The load

fell to 275 000 lbs. and upon reapplying it, the concrete
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cracked badly at 300 000 lbs. all around the top, bulging out

especially near gauge 11 . The surface of the concrete seemed

loosened from the reds all around above the middle. The rod

under dial No, 3 seemed bulged the most. The failure was due

to the crushing of the concrete all around the top.

Column No. 8857

This column was 6 ft, 2 in. high and had a capital

at both top and bottom containing distributing plates. Dial

Ho. 5 moved rapidly at 2S0 000 lbs. and at 318 000 it came off.

Slip readings were large for this column, both No, 2 and 3

increasing rapidly from 100 000 on. The load fell off rapidly

when the machine was stopped and last readings were probably

taken at considerably less than full load. The cause of fail-

ure seems to be that the rods did not get a good bearing at the

top and slipped, throwing stress into the concrete until it

failed. After failure the concrete inside of the figure

formed by connecting the rods with straight lines seemed to be

in good condition but the rods themselves showed scaling so it

could not be expected that they would carry any more stress.

Some rods had buckled slightly though the bulging seemed to be

almost entirely in the concrete alone.

Column No. 8858

Column No. 8858 had a capital at the top but at the

bottom the distributing plates were placed in a footing 34

inches square. The rods were 5 feet long as usual and the

plates were 8 inches from the base of the footing. At 250 000
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lbs. a small crack 7 inches long appeared on the south side of

the footing 10 inches from the west end. A similar crack was

found on the north side, 15 inches from the east end. Small

hair cracks were found opposite some of the rods at both top

and bottom on the north side at 300 000 lbs. At the maximum

load of 348 000 lb's, there were cracks in the top part of the

column extending down to the middle opposite all the rods.

There was some crushing and shearing of the concrete on the

north side of the column at the middle. On the north side

cracks in lower part extended almost to the footing, but no

cracks were visible at all on the south side below the middle.

A horizontal crack extended entirely around the footing.

The head of the machine was run down until complete failure

had occurred and the concrete all around the top had crushed

and bulged badly.

Column No. £859

This column was similar to No. 6858 preceding,. The

first cracks were observed at 250 GOO lbs. as for the preceding

column. One was between gauge lines 5 and 7 and the other in

the conical portion of the capital on the south east side

almost on the opposite side from gauges 5 and 7. At 300 000

lbs. the falling of the plaster of Paris and cracking of the

capital indicated an eccentric load on east side, though the

bearing block was carefully centered and measurements showed

the capital to have been centrally placed on the column.

A crack opened on the north west side extending the full length

of the capital . Eetween this and the maximum load of 326 000
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lbs. cracks opened opposite all the rods. A small crack was

observed in the west face of the footing at 30C COO. Failure

was by splitting and crushing of the concrete around the

north side at the top .

Column No . 88G1

This column was made with a capital and distributing

plates at the top and with rods bent squarely into a footing

34 inches square at the bottom. The dials all show a very

large movement of the steel toward the ends. At 33S 000 lbs.

small cracks were open opposite all of the rods at the top

as well as at the bottom. Small cracks W9rc found in the

conical part of the capital above dials 1 and 5. Cracks were

formed in the footing on both the north and south sides about

10 inches from the west end. The one on the north extended to

the top at failure and extended a few inches along the top of

the footing toward the column. There were cracks all around

the top of the column opposite the rods at failure. On the

south side there were other vertical cracks and considerable

crushing and splitting of the concrete and a little on the

northeast side also below the middle. There were some fine

cracks around the bottom opposite the rods .

Column No . 8862

This was made as above. Cracks first appeared in

the footing at 201 000. They were on the north and south and

extended to within 2 inches of the top. The first crack in the

column appeared below dial No. 1 at 250 000 and cracks were
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found in the other two faces of the footing, the original

cracks widening , At 500 000 the crack on the south side reached

the top of footing but the one on the north side could be

traced only to within about 1 1/2 inches of the top. The one

on the east was 2 inches from the top. The load stayed close

to the maximum of 342 000 for some time without much change

although the machine was kept running . Cracks were open opp-

osite all rods at the t op and some crushing was apparent on

the north side near the capital. The cracks in the footing

were directly opposite the rods.

Column Ho . 8864

Column 8864 was made with a capital and distributing

plates at the top but at the bottom the rods were bent on a

12 inch radius into a footing 34 x 60 inches as shown in Fig. 4

Ho cracks were found in the footing during the test. At

525 000 lbs. cracks were found opposite all the rods at the top.

Hone were found at the bottom. Failure occurred at 336 000 Ids.

due to the splitting and crushing of the concrete at the top

near dial Ho. 1, a 6-inch piece loosening and splitting off.

Slipping commenced at about 200 000 lbs. Up to 250 000 lbs.

load the steel at dial Ho. 1 was pushed down into the column

slightly. Then it slipped rapidly causing the concrete to crush

Column No. 8865

This column was made the same as Ho. 8864. At

350 000 lbs. small cracks opposite all the rods at the top were

formed and extended down almost to the middle. At the same
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load a crack in the east end of the footing was first noticed.

It was then about 11 inches long and at failure extended to the

top and along the footing for a short distance. One small

crack 8 inches long on the south side near the middle was re-

ported but could not be found after the test . At the maximum

load the cracks opposite the rods widened and there was crush-

ing of the concrete at the base of the capital and also at the

iron band 12 inches below. One vertical crack occurred in the

capital above dial No. 3 about 12 inches long. Short hair

cracks were found opposite all the rods in the lower part.

Column No . 8868

Column 8868 was 11 feet 2 inches long with a capital

and distributing plates at each end. Cracks were first noticed

at 287 000 lbs. under dial No, 1 on the east side and opposite

a rod on the southwest side. At the maximum load of 308 200

lbs, these cracks widened. Dial No. 1 fell off caused by a

crack in the column at the point of attachment. At the top

there were cracks opposite all the bars. There was some' crush-

ing at the top at each side. Just before the maximum load was

reached, the spacing band at the top just under dial No. 1

bursted and this probably accounts for the low maximum as the

rods buckled some. This caused the concrete to crush and the

column to fail. The dials at the top do not seem to have moved

any more rapidly at maximum than shortly preceding it.

Column No . 8869

This column was made the same as above described.
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Both steel and concrete readings were taken on both sides of it

at the customary places in order to determine with more certain-

ty whether bending should enter into the test . However, this

column showed no more evidence of bending than any of the

shorter ones. The stress in the steel increased more rapidly

than it did in the shorter columns. After each increment of

load the load fell off rapidly. At 253 000 lbs, cracks appeared

in the capital at the top opposite the rods over dial No , 3

.

At 300 000 lbs . cracks over dial No , 3 widened and others

appeared in capital on west side at the top. There were small

cracks opposite the rods at the top except the two on the south

side. At the maximum load of 330 000 lbs. the concrete cracked

badly and bulged out just below the capital on the northwest

side, under and north of dial No . 1

,

(d) Interpretation of Results

Just as in previous years the group of columns which

had end bearing plates average a little stronger than any of

the other groups. However, from Table No, 4 in the summary of

tests it is seen that all the columns show a surprising uniform-

ity of strength. Considering all the short columns except No.

8851 which was reinforced with high carbon steel the extreme

variation in total load from the average of the strongest and

the weakest is 22 500 lbs, or 6.5 percent. These groups of

short columns have a minimum efficiency of 91 percent , using as

a basis of comparison the columns with end bearing plates, while

the maximum efficiency last year on the same basis was 83 per-

cent . The group of long columns has an efficiency of 89 percent

.
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These comparisons show that for the mild steel reinforcement in

this series of tests, other methods of ending the reinforcement

become ilmost as efficient as the one with end plates. Only

mild steel was used in this series of tests and it is still

a question whether with high elastic limit steel the use of

distributing plates for bearing will result in a strength so

nearly equal to that obtained when the bearing of the rods is

directly upon end plates.

The difference between the two values for concrete

stress is quite marked. The first is determined on the basis

of the steel stress, and the second from the concrete deform-

ation itself in connection with the stress deformation curves

for the auxiliary cylinders tested. Up to the maximum load

these latter values are without exception greater than the values

obtained from the steel deformation and usually they are almost

twice as great . This would indicate, if it be assumed that the

column and cylinder of concrete have the same modulus of elas-

ticity, that the stresses on the surface concrete are much great-

er than those on the concrete in the interior. Talcing No. 8858

as an average case, and assuming the surface concrete to be 30

sq. inches in area, the stress carried by the surface concrete

is 30 x 2500 = 75 000 lbs. The interior concrete then carries

but 194 000 - 75 000 = 119 000 lbs. which is 113 000 + (108-30) =

1525 lb. per sq. in. This corresponds to a deformation of but

.00046 inch, less than one-half the value, .00102 inch, measured

on the surface. Such a difference in deformation seems hardly

likely to exist and is in contradiction of the conclusion given

in Bulletin 56, page 35, of the University of Illinois Engineer-
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ing Experiment Station. If it be assumed that the deformations

are equal on the surface and in the interior, it follows

according to the conclusion of Eulletin 56 that the modulus

of elasticity of the surface concrete must be considerably less

than that of the concrete of the interior.

Throughout the computations it is assumed that the

average of the readings taken on one side of the column gives

the average stress at any section of the column for either

steel or concrete. The fairness of this assumption is shown

by column No. 8869 where readings were taken on both sides.

The measured steel stresses in thousands of pounds for a load

of 300 000 lbs. were 26.6, 36.0 and 32.6 with an average of

31.8 on one side of the column and 35.0, 22.7 and 25.0 with

an average of 29.9 on the opposite side showing a difference

between the averages on opposite sides of but 1900 lb. per

sq, in. or 3.1 percent from the mean of all readings. The

concrete deformations for the same load were .00105, .00106 and

.00152 with an average of .00121 on one side, and .00161, .00112

and .00091 with an average of .00121 on the opposite side.

The readings are seen to have quite a range but the averages

are nearly the same for the steel and identical for the concrete.

Steel readings were taken on opposite sides of column No. 8855

also and for a load of 300 000 lbs. the measured stresses in

thousands of pounds were 32.1, 35.2 and 29.3 with an average

of 32,2 on one side and 30.7, 32.8 and 35,2 with an average

of 32.9 on the opposite side. The averages on opposite sides

differ from each other by only 700 lb. per sq. in. or 1.1 per-

cent from the mean of all readings.
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From the average strengths of the different groups of

columns tested the following generalizations may be drawn:

(1) The substitution of distributing plates for end

plates at one end decreased the strength 14 500 lbs. or 4.C

percent, and the substitution at two ends decreased it 26 700

lbs. or 7.4 percent for the average of Nos. 3857, 8858 and

8859.

(2) The columns, Nos. 8864 and 8865, with a capital and

distributing plates at the top and having rods bent into a

footing on a 12 inch radius proved but 7500 lbs. or 2.1 percent

weaker than those with end plates. However the greatest

variation in any one group was shown in these two columns, the

stronger. No. 8865 carrying the greatest load of any column

reinforced with mild steel, 371 000 lbs., and the weaker. No.

8864, but 336 000 lbs., though the average strength of the

two sets of cubes was practically identical.

(3) The group of columns, Nos. 8861 and 8862, with a

capital and distributing plates at the top and having the rods

bent squarely into the footing proved 15 000 lbs. or 4.15 per-

cent weaker than the standard group with end plates . The load

carried by this group, 346 000 lbs., is practically the same

as that carried by the group, Nos, 8854 and 8855, with the

same condition at the top and end plates at the bottom.

(4) The long columns, while showing no bending action

during the test, yet suddenly reached a maximum and the rods

at the tops of both specimens buckled somewhat causing the

column to fail. The concrete was apparently not able to hold

the steel in line up to so great a load as in the case of the
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5-foct columns. The average of this group was 42 000 lb3. or

11*6 percent less than that of the group with rods bearing

on the end plates. The effect of the length of the column

was to reduce the strength 42 000 (the decrease in strength

due both to change in length and change in end conditions)

minus 26 700 (the decrease in strength of a short column

due to change in end conditions only) or 15 300 lbs. which is

4.2 percent of the strength of the standard group. If the

rods could have been held in line longer this group would

probably have carried as great a load as the short columns

having the same end conditions and, in fact, one of them did

sustain this load.
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(e) Conclusion

The following conclusions may now he drawn from the

foregoing discussion;

(1) Th8 distributing plates used in this thesis for

end reinforcement allow a little more slip of the steel than

end plates but they are very nearly as efficient in carrying

load. If the slip could be eliminated they would probably

be fully as efficient.

(2) The reinforcing steel for this amount of rein-

forcement carries from 1/3 to 1/2 of the total load on the

column and this ratio increases with the load.

(3) The modulus of elasticity at the surface is

somewhat less than that of the concrete in the interior.

(4) The failure of this series of columns was almost

invariably at the top.

(5) For long columns the depth of concrete outside

the rods should be a little greater than it was on this series

and it would probably be better in all the columns to have

the steel a little deeper than it was.
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